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About This Game

Fend off dangers of the wild, battle ancient armies and create alliances in your mission to conquer the world. As village chief,
you are to build a prosperous settlement while defending your people from prehistoric dangers. This will be no easy task for

other clans occupy this world; clans whose intentions might not be so pure. Set in a time long before modern civilization
caveman operated on one basic law, conquer or be conquered. Which will you be? Start your settlement today to find out.

Age of Cavemen is a free-to-play multiplayer strategy game where the main goal of the player is to face the dangers of wild,
prehistoric world as a village chief. Build the prosperous settlement, lead your army, create alliances and destroy your

opponents!

Network connection is required to play this game.

FEATURES
● Build a strong and prosperous village

● Survive attacks of the enemies
● Train a huge army

● Lead the warriors to victory in battle
● Explore the prehistoric world with other Chieftains and conquer the world
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Very cheap looking, that's the reason i've bought it! it's very unplayable and glitchy. Broken game. Don't buy it.. For what is
worth it, I've played this game for almost 2 years back in 2009/2010, but I'm writing this review based on actual gameplay of the
game as it is now. TL/DR version at the end.

Going straight to the point, the game's monetization changed for the better over the past few years.

You can now buy character slots with in-game currency and it's actually pretty cheap for the first 30 slots. Some quests' pay
walls have been removed, and the new Crescemento items will perform much better than low llvl elite item, for literaly no cost
at all, which means you can play the game without giving a damn about the market until lvl 100.

One thing you should know, though, is that the grind is real. It's been there since 2009 and it's not going anywhere anytime soon.
There is an AFK tool that makes power leveling those lower level newly-recruited characters a breeze, but still, if not for XP,
you'll be grinding for items or cash. Don't get me wrong, grinding in this game is actually fun, but there really is a lot of it.

As for the end game pay wall, while it took me about 3 days to get four character to lvl 103 and collect most of the chraracter
cards available (based on my level, an inexperienced player can easily have fun for over 200 hours before even considering
buying something from the cash shop. Hell, there's really nothing you need from the cash shop until level 110, and the game
gives you a lot of bonus cash items over as your family level increases (as of now I have about 90 days of 50% bonus xp/drop).

Pros:
- Beautiful art style and soundtrack
- Great variety of fighting styles and characters
- Grinding is actually fun
- Many of the cash shop items can be bought from in-game shops, at fixed prices, for in game currency (Feso)
- Lots of content to be played before any form of pay wall.

Cons:
- No room for casual players on PvP these days
- At a certain point, you either have to grind even harder or pay up to get what you need.
- Not a single newbie-friendly guild as far as I can tell

TL/DR: There's a lot of fun to be had before the dreaded pay wall, so you might as well give it a try for a couple hundred hours.
Also, any review based on experiences from 4~5 years ago is utterly outdaded and does not reflect the current state of the game
- you'd do well to disregard those.. Flim flam fantastic.. This is THE WoW killer.. A simple and cheap little game that is good to
spend a few hours with.

PROS:
The graphics are nice.
The music is old school but appealing enough.
The gameplay mechanichs are interesting

CONS:
The controls are a bit cluncky at first, they take a bit of time to get used to.. game doesnt work on windows 10. I tried all the tips
off the fourms and still had no results. dont buy if you have a modern system.. Very simple puzzles, mostly a walking sim with a
somewhat nonsensical narrative.. Boring, horrible controls and weak gameplay.. This is the worst dollar ever spent!!!! Do not
buy this because I am 99.9% sure that this game is not continued because I could not even log in
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This game is quite good so far. I'm still just exploring the areas and figuring things out. I like how relaxed the game is and
certain things about other casual farming games annoyed me as time wastes. This game seems to have the goal of not making
things stressful or frustrating. The "go home" action in the menu is awesome. You also run around at a pretty good clip. I really
enjoy the music as well.

I'm hoping the game will expand on the farming area you're able to design, possibly having different set ups for tillable areas. I
like the foraging, although I have no clue as of yet what these items will do for me. I'm excited to watch this game progress..
WHY CANT WE PLAY THIS GAME ANYMORE????. This is a hilarious rpg game!. Funny platformer. It was fun to ride a
chicken. 5 chickens out of 5
Shaka shaka!. In descending order of annoyance:
- Mellow, mumbling announcer. What's she saying?!
- Some annoyingly loud and boring or random music.
- No satisfying weapon hit sounds.
- Actual gameplay not as fast as store video suggests. I recommend F-Zero and SpeedRunners instead.
- Editor lacks zoom, gamepad support, edge scrolling, and correctly defined start area because it won't save your track without
one!
- Multiplayer service is down, showing only weird HTML.
- Unbalanced weapons. Some require exact aim and others instantly affect the nearest player anywhere on the map.
- Rocket still plays seeking sound after exploding.
- Engines sound slow, and loud while idle.
- Collision physics are kinda random.
- Border areas deal damage as well as slow you down even more. Super Mario Kart leaves damage to easier, more satisfying
weapons.

Good:
+ Old gamepads are (mostly) supported.
+ Lots of vehicles and tracks.. So far one of my favourite VR Games out there. Did not expect this but it is a welcome surprise..
Chosen 2 is a game that remind me so much the old Final Fantasy games and Pokemon games for Gameboy and Nintendo DS.

The game is not amazing, the story is cliche but the vibe of the old school games keep me in and keep me playing.
As I said, is not perfect, I did not even follow the events of the first one, but is enjoyable for a few hours.

A thumbs up, in my opinion!
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